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This work by Kelly Morrissey is licensed under the Creative
Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International
License. To view a copy of this license, visit
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/.
The terms and concepts presented in this booklet are based upon
information that is publicly available on the Erie St. Clair Community
Care Access Centre website at
http://healthcareathome.ca/eriestclair/en. My consultant at CCAC was
Jenna Martin, Patient Relations Specialist.
Kelly Morrissey has been teaching settlement
English at the YMCA of Western Ontario
(Windsor) since early 2010. She was a recipient
of TESL Ontario’s Sparks of Excellence Award
for 2016.
Questions? Suggestions? Corrections? I keep
my contact information up to date at www.kellymorrissey.com and at
https://joyofesl.blogspot.ca/. I very much appreciate having typos and
errors pointed out. I also welcome suggestions for changes,
improvements and ideas for future works.
To teach this topic, you will need a copy or copies of Erie St. Clair
CCAC’s Patient Guide and access to their website. The questions
and activities in this workbook are designed to test student
comprehension and reinforce learning of the content of those
resources. Enjoy!
The information in this booklet is not intended to be used as medical
advice and should in no way be taken as a substitute for consultation
with a medical professional.
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Have you heard of CCAC? How much do you already know?
Do you have a friend or relative who has received their
services?
Even if you have never heard of CCAC, you may be able to
make some predictions based on a quick glance at the
pictures in this booklet, the Patient Guide, or the website.
Use this graphic organizer to set some goals for this module.
Later, you can reflect on what you have learned.

What I know:

What I want to
know:

Reflection on
what I learned:
(Fill this out AFTER the
module.)

Alternative: Groups brainstorm on chart paper.
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At 91, Olive Smith lives alone.
She is recovering from a fall.

Though her fracture is healing,
she can’t lift her leg to get into
the tub. Even with the grab
bars, she just can’t do it.

Olive asks her friend Eleanor for advice. “My children do enough for
me already. They are busy with their own lives,” Olive says.
Eleanor suggests CCAC. Olive calls. She is assessed, and together
she and her care coordinator work out a care plan. Olive qualifies for
two visits per week by a PSW in order to help her bathe and
shampoo her hair. She has physiotherapy during the week, as well.
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Olive can stay in her home
while recuperating from her fall.

Questions for pairs or small groups:
1.

Olive says, “My children do enough for me already.” What are
some things her grown children may already be doing to help
their mom remain in her own home?

2.

In Canada and the U.S., elderly people try not to impose on their
children for too much help. Is this different from attitudes in your
first culture? If so, how?

3.

What are grab bars? Do you have them in your home? Do you
know how much they cost to purchase and install?

4.

What is a shower seat? Have you ever used one? Do you know
how much one costs?

5.

How might you feel if you had to depend on a PSW to help you
bathe and shampoo your hair twice a week?

6.

List three adjectives to describe how Olive is probably feeling in
the last picture.

Write out a full dialogue between Olive and Eleanor as you
imagine it might have gone. Practice the dialogue with a partner.
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Community Contact Assignment: This week, call three home
health stores in this city. Ask each one the price of a shower seat or
grab bar.
Store:
Address:
Phone:

URL:

Prices:
Store:
Address:
Phone:

URL:

Prices:
Store:
Address:
Phone:

URL:

Prices:
Digital Literacy Assignment: Using your preferred Internet search
engine, research the term “bathroom safety.” What types of products
come up? What comes up under images?
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Below are some items you might encounter during and after an injury
or illness. Some you may continue to use if you are disabled. Can
you unscramble the names of the items?

icctlere
hhariewelc

VI lope,
VI gba

naumla
irealehwhc

rtcosoe

rlawek

eapintt
filt

	
  
Group discussion:
1. Do you know anyone who has used one of these items? Explain.
2. Which item do you think is most expensive?
3. Which might be the least expensive?
4. Do you know where to buy or rent such items?
5. Do you know of an organization that loans out equipment like this?
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Pre-listening: Look at the picture. Can you predict what the audio text
will be about?

Listening #1: Close your eyes and relax. Put down pencils and just
listen. Can you get the main idea?
Listening #2: How about details?
• Is the narrator talking about a man or a woman?
• How old is the patient?
• Did you catch the name of the health condition?
Now turn your paper over and read through the paragraph once for
context. Can you guess what the missing words are?
Listening #3: Fill in the missing words.
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Herman is 55 and has
require

. He has leg ulcers that

care. The ulcers make it

for him

to walk. For this reason, he has difficulty with his
care. His Care
includes

puts together a plan that
care to assist with the

also is eligible for a PSW visit
him with his

. He

a week to help

care. His service plan will be

if his care needs

or

.

Reflection: How easy or difficult was this? How many
times do you wish your teacher would play the audio?
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Herman is 55 and has diabetes. He has leg ulcers that
require wound care. The leg ulcers make it difficult for him to
walk. For this reason, he has difficulty with his personal care.
His Care Coordinator puts together a plan that includes
nursing care to assist with the wounds. He also is eligible for
a PSW visit twice a week to help him with his personal care.
His service plan will be changed if his care needs increase
or decrease.
Questions for partners or small groups:

1. What are some lifestyle changes that people with Type 2
Diabetes should make after their diagnosis?
2. Do you think that Herman has made all of those lifestyle
changes?
3. If you were Herman’s good friend or family member, how
could you support his goal of “getting back on track?”
4. Are you aware of any organizations or community

programs you could recommend to Herman?
5. Basing your opinion on what you have learned about

CCAC’s policies, what do you think will happen if
Herman’s care needs decrease? What might happen if
they increase?
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Frank went to the hospital last weekend with a diagnosis of
cellulitis. This condition can be painful and dangerous. Frank was
discharged home, and a referral was sent to the CCAC for 6 days
of IV antibiotics to begin the next day. CCAC received the referral
and arranged for the appropriate nursing service to begin the
following day. Treatment was completed after 6 days; the patient
no longer required the services of CCAC.

Class or small group discussion:
1. Think about how cellulitis is treated. What can you assume to
be true about the nature of this condition?
2. Who referred Frank to CCAC?
3. Have you ever heard of cellulitis? Do you know why it is
dangerous?
4. From what you know about CCAC, would you say that Frank is
receiving care in the hospital, in a long-term care home, or in
his own home?
5. The next time you have Internet access, look up cellulitis. What
are the warning signs and symptoms? Should you rush to the
emergency room if you suspect you have it? Explain.
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Explore the grammar:
There are at least three instances in the paragraph about Frank
where active voice has not been used. Can you come up with a
subject and make an active sentence from each passive one?
1. Frank was discharged home.

2. A referral was sent to the CCAC.

3. Treatment was completed after six days.
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Find the Parts of Speech
(Some fields may be left blank.)

NOUN

VERB

ADJECTIVE

ADVERB

support
eligible
qualification
independent
depend
assessment
individually
determination
impose
coordinated
Choose the correct form of the word from the corresponding
row.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

I’m lucky; my children are very
Are you
for CCAC’s services?
Do you
for nursing care?
Most seniors value their
.
Olive does not want to
on her
daughter for help bathing.
6. The care coordinator will give you an
7. Every care plan is
.
8. Together we will
your needs.
9. Are you busy? I don’t want to
on you.
10. CCAC will help
your care.
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Choose five useful words from the previous page
to use in your own sentences. Have your partner
or teacher check them.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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Glossary of Terms
accountability
(n.)

responsibility for your actions and errors; being
liable to show and answer for what you do

ADLs (n. pl.)

activities of daily living; these are the things we do
for ourselves every day, such as get out of bed,
bathe, toilet, dress, prepare a meal, etc.

assess (v.)

examine and make a decision about
someone/something

clarify (v.)

make something clearer or easier to understand

compassion (n.) pity or mercy

comprehensive
(adj.)

including much; covering everything

determine (v.)

decide, come to a conclusion or decision

dignity (n.)

self-respect; great calm or quiet

expertise (n.)

special skill or knowledge in a subject or field that
you learn by experience or training (technical /
medical / etc.)

get back on
track (v.) idiom

return to or get back to the normal situation or
condition

independent
(adj.)

not dependent on another person to live one’s life
well
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individualize (v.) tailor or customize something for one person

out-of-pocket
(adj.)

not paid by insurance or government health plan;
paid by the patient

get back on
track (v.) idiom

return to or get back to the normal situation or
condition

optimize (v.)

make best, most effective; make as satisfactory as
possible

physiotherapist

a healthcare professional who helps a patient
recover through stretching, exercise, massage,
ultrasound, etc.

PSW

Personal Support Worker; a healthcare
professional that helps patients do the things that
they did for themselves when they were able

recuperate (v.)

get better after an illness or injury, heal

refer (v.)

pass a problem to someone else / send a patient to
someone else

seamless (adj.)

without interruption or problems; smooth and
continuous

social worker
(n.)

a professional whose job it is to work with people,
families or groups for their individual and social
wellbeing.

support (v.)

look after someone and provide them with the help
and things they need

Cut apart for a matching challenge!
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Test your knowledge – Multiple Choice
1. Who can refer a patient to CCAC?
a. the patient’s family doctor
b. someone close to the patient, such as child or spouse
c. the social worker at the hospital
d. the patient can refer herself
e. all of the above
2. Who is eligible to apply for services from CCAC?
a. only Canadian citizens
b. only people over the age of 50
c. anyone with OHIP coverage
d. anyone with a referral from a family doctor
e. none of the above
3. How can CCAC help with needed equipment, such as crutches
and walkers?
a. CCAC will provide them for free
b. In some cases, CCAC may put the patient in contact with
organizations that can help defray the cost of such items
c. CCAC can lend out equipment for the first 30 days
d. Both (b) and (c)
4. Why is the care plan individualized for each patient?
a. Not everyone has the same financial situation.
b. Not everyone has the same health goals.
c. Not everyone has the same level of family and community
support.
d. Both (b) and (c).
Write T or F to indicate whether the following statements are
true or false.
1. Once you and your care coordinator develop your care plan, you
cannot change it.
2. After you are discharged from the hospital, your assistance from
CCAC is limited to three months.
3. When your needs cannot be met in the community, your care
coordinator may encourage you to start looking into long-term
care.
4. If your care coordinator recommends physiotherapy, you must go.
5. The maximum number of hours that you can get help from a PSW
is 9 per week.
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Answer Key
Page 5 – Unscramble: electric wheelchair, IV pole and IV bag,
manual wheelchair, scooter, walker, patient lift
Page 5 – The Canadian Red Cross Health Equipment Loan Program
Page 8 – A great resource to help Ss answer question #1 is Joan
Acosta’s Best of the Reader: Your Health. Question #4: If his needs
increase, he may need to start looking into long-term care homes. If
they decrease, he will no longer require the services of CCAC.
Page 9 –
• Since cellulitis is treated with antibiotics, we know it is bacterial
in nature.
• The doctor will have made the referral.
• Cellulitis is dangerous because it can quickly spread and go
deeper, such as into the bone, into the blood (sepsis), and can
lead to amputation or death if not caught and treated quickly.
• Frank must be at home since the reason for CCAC’s existence
is to go into the community to help people remain in their own
homes for as long as possible. Were he in a hospital or longterm care home, the staff of those institutions would serve him.
• If you suspect you have cellulitis, seek medical attention
immediately!
Page 10 – The doctor discharged Frank. The doctor at the hospital
made the referral. The nurses (CCAC) completed the care.
Page 11 – This exercise does not have a set number of absolute
correct answers. You can choose just one adjective, or you can use
the adjectives derived from both the present and past participles.
There will be room for debate when filling in the table.
Sentences:
1. supportive, 2. eligible, 3. qualify, 4. independence, 5. depend, 6.
assessment, 7. individualized, 8. determine, 9. impose, 10.
coordinate
Page 15 – 1-e; 2-c; 3-d; 4-d; F, F, T, F, F
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